Each show is approximately 29 minutes in length
June 18, 2018; July 2:
1) Lady Molly of Scotland Yard: The Ninescore Mystery
Written by Barness Orczy; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
The first Lady Molly story about the earliest fictional police women in mystery Fiction. Here she
and her "Watson", Mary Granard, discovers who murdered an unfortunate young woman.
2) Lady Molly of Scotland Yard: A Castle in Brittany
Written by Barness Orczy; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
While on vacation in Brittany Lady Molly and Mary Granard are asked to help out an elderly
expatriot whose life is coming to an end.
Grampa Ed's Twisted Fairy Tales: The Princess and the Pea
Written for radio by David J Van Meer
The prince is on the lookout for a wife. Who should show up at the castle door, but the Terry
May Lady.
3) Lady Molly of Scotland Yard: The Frewin Minatures
Written by Barness Orczy; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
A Lord dies from a disease and the Frewin Minatures are missing! Lady Molly and Mary
Granard have been charged by Scotland Yard to find them.
Pigs is Pigs
Written by Ellis Parker Butler; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
A delivery of Guinea Pigs arrive at a railroad station. From there the corporate bureaucracy takes
over and comedy ensues.
4) Lady Molly of Scotland Yard: A Days Folly
Written by Barness Orczy; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
Lady Molly and Mary Granard are faced with a strange case where a women is almost assaulted
in resort community. In this story Lady Molly creates a disguise.
Gun Control:
Written for radio by Nicola Pearson
A comic satire of self help books.
5) Cosmic Express
Written by Jack Wiliamson; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
A FuturePast story from the golden age of Science Fiction
When viewing the distant primitive past from the 24th century it looks pleasent. Until you get
there.

Andy Gunatello, Hood for Hire.
Written for radio by David J Van Meer
Andy Gunatello hits the mean streets. The mean streets hit back in this private eye comedy.
Beware of Honey Sugar Buns and the sponsor Blands Beer, Chicago cheapest beer.
6) Underground City (or The Child of the Caverns Part 1)
Written by Jules Verne; Adapted for radio by Heather Elliot
In 19th century Scotland in the Abberfoyle coal mine, long abandoned, lives the Ford family.
Here, 1500 feet below ground they find mystery and romance.
Grampa Ed's Twisted Tales: Johnny Appletree
Written for radio by Laura Hale
Here is Grampa Ed's tale of Johnny Appleseed.
June 19, 2018 and July 3:
1) Underground City or (The Child of the Caverns Part 2)
Written by Jules Verne; Adapted for radio by Heather Elliot
In 19th century Scotland in the long-abandoned Abberfoyle coal mine, lives the Ford family. In
the previous episode they had discovered coal, now a few years later there is a fast growing city
1500 feet below the earth. The mystery and romance continue as inhabitants of Abberfoyle find a
menace from the past.
2) The Mysterious Key
Written by Louisa May Alcott; Adapted for radio by Heather Elliot
A young man named Paul shows up one day to become a servant to a wealthy family. This
Victorian romantic melodrama is based on a story by the well known author of Little Women.
3) Expedition on Mars
Written by H. Beam Piper; Adapted for radio by Barry M Putt Jr.
A FuturePast Golden Age of Science Fiction story.
In a future history written by Piper in the nineteen fifties and sixties, we follow a Martian
expedition that is trying to unlock the past of a dead civilization and accidentally discovering an
Omnilingual.
4) Lady Molly of Scotland Yard: Fordych Castle Mystery
Written by Barness Orczy; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
Lady Molly returns, along with Mary Granard, to solve the death of an indian servant at Fordych
Castle.
5) Lady Molly of Scotland Yard: The Woman in the Big Hat

Written by Barness Orczy; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
Lady Molly has a puzzling problem. Who killed the gentleman in the tea room. The puzzle was
who was the murderess under the big hat.
The Children's Radio presents Apple's Destiny. Find out about the inner life of the apples on a
great tree.
6) Wind in the Willows: The Adventures of Toad Part 1
Written by Kenneth Graham; adapted for radio by Heather Elliot
In the countryside in a far off place with a river and a wild wood there lives a water rat, a mole, a
badger and an adventurous creature called toad. Together they have good times and bad times
sharing them as friends should. Let us enter the world of Kenneth Graham's immortal Wind and
the Willows, featuring the Adventures of Toad.
June 20, 2018 and July 4:
1) Wind in the Willows: The Adventures of Toad Part 2
Written by Kenneth Graham; adapted for radio by Heather Elliot
In the countryside in a far off place with a river and a wild wood there lives a water rat, a mole, a
badger and an adventurous creature called toad. Together they have good times and bad times
sharing them as friends should. Let us enter the world of Kenneth Graham's immortal Wind and
the Willows, featuring the Adventures of Toad.
2) Edge of the Knife
Written by H Beam Piper; adapted for radio by Barry M Putt Jr.
In 1957 H BeaM Piper wrote his first short story in his Terro-Human future history series. In this
story he has a professor of history calculating the future. No one wants to listen.
Helpful Robots
Written by Robert J Shea; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire.
A short play that looks at an interesting idea about the laws of robotics.
3) Sjambak
Written by Jack Vance; adapted for radio by Perry Whittle
"Sjambak" a story written in 1953 by Jack Vance. A thoughtful writer of science fiction who
writes about the human condition rather than technology. Here is an earlier story about a planet
settled by Muslims and a tabloid reporter whose supposed to exploit them.
4) Cop and The Anthem
Written by William Sidney Porter; adapted for radio M. Clayton Baber.
Classic Stories presents the Cop and the Anthem by William Sydney Porter, written in 1904.
Porter was one of the most famous writers of short stories in the early twentieth century. Here is
his story of a couple of homeless angels palling around 1920s New York City. One of them

knows that winter is just around the corner. So he decides to scheme to avoid the cold snowy
streets.
5) Grampa Ed's Twisted Fairytales presents Tenderella
written David Van Meer
Here is another fairy tale brought to you by that old geezer Grampa Ed. This time he mashes up
cinderella and young adult vampire tales in the story called Tenderella.
The Florist Shoppe by Laura Hale
The Childrens Radio Ploayers presents The Florist Shoppe. This Florist Shoppe is filled with all
sorts flowers both happy and sad. Let's listen to their conversation as we find who is who.
6) Secret Garden part 1 of 3
by Frances Hadgson Burnet; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
The Classic story of a young orphan Mary Lennox who parents died in India during cholera
epidemic. From there she goes to England to live with her hunchback uncle. A story of change
where adults and children learn to become better people.
June 21, 2018 and July 5:
1)

Secret Garden Part 2

by Frances Hadgson Burnet; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
The Classic story of a young orphan Mary Lennox who parents died in India during cholera
epidemic. From there she goes to England to live with her hunchback uncle. A story of change
where adults and children learn to become better people.
2)

Secret Garden Part 3

by Frances Hadgson Burnet; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
The classic story of young orphan Mary Lennox, whose parents died in India during a cholera
epidemic. From there, she goes to England to live with her hunchbacked uncle. This is a story of
change, where both adults and children learn to become better people.
3)

Grampa Ed's Twisted Fairytales presents A Bride for Prince Charming

written David Van Meer
Cranky old Grampa Ed tells the story of Prince Charming who needs a bride and the matchmaker
supreme of fairyland Dolly LaVine who finds him one.
4)

FuturePast: The Coffin Cure

Story by Alan E Nourse; adpated by Joseph McGuire
Dr Nourse was a practicing physician at the same time as he was writing science fiction starting
in the 1950s. He wrote sub specialty of SF using medicine as the background. Because he was a
Doctor he could bring his knowledge of medicine to kind of speculation SF was known for. In

Coffin Cure he speculates, with humor, on the down side of medical breakthroughs. The old two
edge sword of progress cuts for for good or ill.
5)

Mysteries of Dr John Thorndyke 1

Thorndyke is the original fictional forensic detective from the early 1900s. Using science to aid
the art of detection to bring criminals to justice. In this story Dr Thorndyke helps the defense in
figuring out the tricky problem foot prints in the mud.
6)

Mysteries of Dr John Thorndyke 2

Thorndyke is the original fictional forensic detective from the early 1900s. Using science to aid
the art of detection to bring criminals to justice. Who took Freddy? Why was he kidnapped? Dr
Thorndyke solves the case with help of pocket lint.
June 22, 2018 and July 6:
1) Mysteries of Dr John Thorndyke 3
Thorndyke is the original fictional forensic detective from the early 1900s. Using science to aid
the art of detection to bring criminals to justice. A young lady is killed, but how? The answers
are found via a ladies bonnet with blue sequins.
2) Mysteries of Dr John Thorndyke 4
Thorndyke is the original fictional forensic detective from the early 1900s. Using science to aid
the art of detection to bring criminals to justice. Is there a curse on the Manderin Pearl? Who is
the Manderin? Dr Thorndyke answers the questions with scientific accuracy.
3) Mysteries of Dr John Thorndyke 5
Thorndyke is the original fictional forensic detective from the early 1900s. Using science to aid
the art of detection to bring criminals to justice. What does a Chassepot rifle and a missing third
finger with to do with the murder victim?
4) The Mysteries of Dr John Thorndyke: Message from the Deep Sea
Story by R. Austin Freeman; adapted by Heather Elliot
Thorndyke is the original fictional forensic detective from the early 1900s. Using science to aid
the art of detection to bring criminals to justice. Sand is the clue that Dr Thorndyke uses to solve
this grusome case.
5) FuturePast: Mystery of the Void Part 1
In the future humankind is extracting minerals from the asteroid belt. There is a struggle over
who will control the belt the government or a corporation. In the middle of this struggle are the
twins Terri and Greg Hunter. Their asteroid mining father, Roger Hunter, is dead and the hunt is
on for his missing bonanza.
6) FuturePast: Mystery of the Void Part 2

In the future humankind is extracting minerals from the asteroid belt. There is a struggle over
who will control the belt the government or a corporation. In the middle of this struggle are the
twins Terri and Greg Hunter. Their asteroid mining father, Roger Hunter, is dead and the hunt is
on for his missing bonanza.
June 23, 2018 and July 7:
1)

Classic Stories: The Most Dangerous Game

Story by Richard Connell; Adapted by Joseph McGuire
The often adapted story about man's lust for hunting. The Russian Cossack, General Zaroff, finds
he needs to hunt the most dangerous game, man.
2)

FuturePast: Diplomatic Immunity

Story by Richird Sheckley; Adapted by Joseph McGuire
A visitor from outer space has come to earth with a mission: to bring Earth into the empire.
Whether we want to or not.
3)

Runaway Princess

Original story by David Van Meer
In a fantasy world a runaway princess and a would be magician and bard find each other.
Together they face excitement and danger. Including a greedy dragon. A ironic, humorous fairy
tale for grown ups.
4)

Sisters of Crime: Angel of Darkness

Story by Edgar Wallace, Adapted by Joseph McGuire
The first drama in the Sisters of Crime series featuring the Edgar Wallace novel Angel of Terror.
Jean Briggersland wants money and position. With help of her father she is willing to kill her
cousin, Lydia to get it.
5)

Constance Dunlap-1 The Forgers

A Sisters of Crime series about a young women named Constance Dunlap. Taking place during
the Roaring 20's when women were breaking out of the confines of the Victorian era. Here's a
women who is celebrating her gaining freedom with adventures in crime. In the first story her
husband comes home to confess that he has embezzled from the bank where he works. What she
decides to do is a surprise to her husband.
6)

Velma Dare

A Sisters of Crime story about Velma Dare a 1930's tough streetwise woman who was sent for a
crime she didn't commit. After getting out all she wants to do is go straight and wait for her guy
to get out of prison. But the criminal underworld has other ideas. And that involves her becoming
a patsy.
June 24, 2018 and July 8:

1)

Make Mine Homogenized

Widowed Farmer woman Hetty Thompson is taken aback one day when her favorite cow Gussie
gives strange milk and her chickens are laying odd eggs. In this humorous story country good
sense versus governments need for progress. See who has the upper hand.
2)

Adventures of Constance Dunlap 2: The Embezzlers and Gunrunner

Story by Arthur B. Reeves, Adapted by Joseph McGuire
In The Embezzler the Sister of Crime heroine Constance Dunlap takes on 1920's Wall Street. A
new friend has dealt himself a bad hand be embezzling for a crooked firm. Constance helps out
the poor schnook.
In the Gunrunner Constance meets a Latino revolutionary, Ramon Santos, who she helps finance
his Junta with her Wall Street contacts. Meanwhile her nemesis Detective Ben Drummond is out
to stop them.
3)

Dark Tales 1

Original stories by David Van Meer
A new series of stories in the tradition of Suspense and Twilight Zone.
Girl By the Side of the Road. Careful who you pick up at late at night. It could be very
dangerous.
Ghost Road. In a dust storm in the desert it is best if you pull over as fast as possible or bad
things may happen.
4)

FuturePast: Backlash

Story by Winston K. Marks, Adapted by Joseph McGuire
An alien race crash-lands on Earth sometime in the near future. They offer us the perfect servant.
What could go wrong?
5)

Adventures of Constance Dunlap 3: The Gamblers

Story by Arthur B. Reeves, Adapted by Joseph McGuire
Constance is back with another crime tale of the 1920's. The chic Bella LaMar asks Constance to
a "game". Where Constance finds a gambling parlor right across the hall from her apartment. The
adventure begins again.
6)

Adventures of Constance Dunlap 4: The Shoplifters and The Blackmailers

Story by Arthur B. Reeves, Adapted by Joseph McGuire
Our fun loving sister of crime is back with a two tales involving shoplifters and blackmailers.
Ben Drummond is also back still vowing "I'm gonna get you". But even adventures don't always
end well. So be aware that the Blackmailers has a rather dark ending.

June 25, 2018 and July 9:
1)

Travels of Miss Gregory - Africa

In a time not long ago there was a lady who wanted to see the world. A proper maiden lady, who
in 1910 decided to try the life of adventure in far off places where anything could happen.
Seizing the nettle of life before she was done. This time her travels take to Africa. Adapted from
stories by Percival Gibbons written between 1910 - 1915 in McClures Magazine.
2)

Wonderful Wizard of Oz Part 1

Based on the story by L. Frank Baum; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
This is the story that started the series of books about Dorothy, her dog Toto, and her many
friends in the fairy country of Oz. This radio play is based on the original story written in 1900.
The first truly American fairy tale written in an American idiom. We’ve tried to capture that
flavor in this adaptation. In the original tale Oz is just as real as Kansas a place that Dorothy will
revisit many times.
3)

Wonderful Wizard of Oz Part 2

Based on the story by L. Frank Baum; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
This is the story that started the series of books about Dorothy, her dog Toto, and her many
friends in the fairy country of Oz. This radio play is based on the original story written in 1900.
The first truly american fairy tale written in an american idiom. We’ve tried to capture that flavor
in this adaptation. In the original tale Oz is just as real as Kansas. A place that Dorothy will
revisit many times.
4)

Marvellous Land of Oz Part 1

Based on the story by L. Frank Baum; Adapted for radio by Heather Elliott
Here is the Oz story that has been partially adapted in the Disney film "The Return to Oz", but
without the "controversial ending. This book is relatively unknown outside Oz fans as it does not
feature Dorothy, but a new character named Tip. Who meets some old friends and introduces
some new friends.
5)

Marvellous Land of Oz Part 2

Based on the story by L. Frank Baum; Adapted for radio by Heather Elliott
Here is the Oz story that has been partially adapted in the Disney film "The Return to Oz".
Without the "controversial ending. It is relatively unknown outside Oz fans as it does not feature
Dorothy, but a new character named Tip. Who meets some old friends and introduces some new
friends.
6)

Ozma of Oz Part 1

Dorothy returns for another adventure this time not in the land of Oz, but the Land of Ev.
Another fairyland where she mets some off kilter Baumian characters,TikTok, Princess
Langwidere and the Nome King. There is one overarching law in fairyland animals can speak.
So in this story we meet one of Baum's greatest characters Billina the Yellow Hen.

June 26, 2018 and July 10:
1)

Ozma of Oz Part 2

Based on the story by L. Frank Baum; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
Dorothy returns for another adventure this time not in the land of Oz, but the Land of Ev.
Another fairyland where she mets some off kilter Baumian characters,TikTok, Princess
Langwidere and the Nome King. There is one overarching law in fairyland animals can speak.
So in this story we meet one of Baum's greatest characters Billina the Yellow Hen.
2)

Beneath the Land of Oz Part 1

Based on the story by L. Frank Baum; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
Dorothy's third adventure beyond Kansas takes her to the Land of the Mangaboos. During an
earthquake a crack in the Earth opens up depositing her and her new friends, Zeb and Eureka the
Cat, far below the the surface of the Earth. There she meets the coldhearted vegetable people
who inhabit the land beneath the Earth. Also meeting on old friend from her first adventure in Oz
-- the Wizard.
3)

Beneath the Land of Oz Part 2

Here's Dorothy's third adventure beyond Kansas. During an earthquake a crack in the Earth
opens up depositing her and her new friends, Zeb and Eureka the Cat, far below the the surface
of the Earth. In part two Dorothy meets the evil wooden Gargoyles and the hungry Dragonettes.
Ozma returns as well.
4)

Code Three

Based on the story by Rick Raphael; Adapted for radio by Barry M Putt Jr.
FuturePast dramatized stories from the golden age of science fiction. Here's the tale of the future
in which ultra high speed highways must be patrolled by a national highway patrol. Everytime
there is an accident it can cause hundreds of people's death. People are still people, bringing
stupidity and criminal mischief to the roads.
5)

The Four Just Men Part 1

Written by Edgar Wallace; Adapted for radio by Barry M Putt Jr.
Edgar Wallace, an early 20th century thriller writer, writes a story about a group of four men
who decide when justice fails that must they step in to re-balance the scales. Using threats, terror,
ultimatums and death they attack the elite rich and politicians who attempt to grind lower class
under their heel. Two Washington DC women Metropolitan cops are are out to stop the The Four
Just Men before they attack again. The Scales of Justice Must Balance.
6)

The Four Just Men Part 2

Written by Edgar Wallace; Adapted for radio by Barry M Putt Jr.
Edgar Wallace, an early 20th century thriller writer, writes a story about a group of four men
who decide when justice fails that must they step in to re-balance the scales. Using threats, terror,
ultimatums and death they attack the elite rich and politicians who attempt to grind lower class
under their heel. Two Washington DC women Metropolitan cops are are out to stop the The Four
Just Men before they attack again. The Scales of Justice Must Balance.

June 27, 2018 and July 11:
1) Legend of the Bleeding Heart
Written Annie Fellows Johnston; Adapted for radio by Heather Elliott
Written in 1907 this is an American fairytale told in an european style about an orphan who is
adopted by an elderly seamstress. As the girl grows up she becomes like a daughter to the
seamstress helping with chores and such. There is an old oak tree that says, cynically, that the
grown up girl will become ungrateful. All is well until she meets her prince and her head is
turned.
2) Beyond the Door
In Dark Tales we have stories that are macabre and mysterious. In this tale, based on a Philip K
Dick story from the fifties, a marriage is failing because of indifference by the husband. Then
one day a mysterious cuckoo clock enters into their lives. A clock that decides to get revenge.
3) Dangerous Curves-Roadside Attraction
Original stories written Dave Van Meer.
First is Dangerous Curves. A tale of revenge that features a "dead" woman getting back at the
man who killed her. Second is Roadside Attraction. Greed takes two women into the heart of
destruction.
4) The Scarlett Pimpernel
Written by Baroness Orczy; adapted for radio by Heather Elliott
Sir Percy Blakeney is secretly the Scarlett Pimpernel who rescues the aristocrats from the French
revolution's guillotine. Here is one of the stories adapted from the exciting classic book.
5) Dark Tales: Dead End Road
Dark Tales returnes with a story about a couple who kill an Uncle for an inheritance, then wind
up in a an atomic city for a thunderous end.
Also a bonus satire of self help books originally from the first season, Gun Control.
6) Travels of Miss Gregory - Personal Journeys
Adapted by Joseph McGuire
In a time not long ago there was a lady who wanted to see the world. A proper maiden lady, who
in 1910 decided to try the life of adventure in far off places where anything could happen.
Seizing the nettle of life before she was done. This time her travels take to Africa. Adapted from
stories by Percival Gibbons written between 1910 - 1915 in McClures Magazine. This time she
meets a Reverend in the Mediterranean who needs his ego bolstered and a Southern family in
Belgium who needs to be taken down a notch.
June 28, 2018 and July 12:
1) Reluctant Dragon
Written by Kenneth Graham; adapted for radio by Sandra Hambleton
Classic Stories brings another Kenneth Graham (Wind and the Willows) tale. Here he takes the

story of Saint George and the Dragon adding a comic twist of making the dragon reluctant and
lazy. A story for all ages.
2) Section G-The Search for Tommy Paine
Written by Mack Reynolds; Adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire
This FuturePast story presents a future where there a lots of colonized planets. Many settled by
various crackpot and oddball groups from Earth. Section G is the glue attempting to keep them
from going crazy. But there is a secret only known to the agents of Section G. A story for
everyone.
3) The Radiant Shell
When scientific advances allow even the smallest of nations to threaten major countries; science
itself must come to the rescue. Yet even science is confounded by the cleverness of the human
mind.
4) The Mask of Death
A CrimeThriller story presenting the evil Dr Satan. Dr Satan was a short story series in the 1930s
pulp Weird Tales. Here rich millionaire Ascott Keane and his resourceful secretary Beatrice Dale
fight the machinations of Dr. Satan who is out after money and power using weird science. In
this case The Blue Bay Development Company is being threaten by the bad Doctor. Everything
looks black until Ascott Keane is called in to solve the puzzle.
5) Captain Sharkey: Pirate Scourge of the Carribean
Known mostly for Sherlock Holmes. Arthur Conan Doyle wrote many other stories in his
lifetime. Captain Sharkey is the violent tale of a pirate who is more real than most pirate
characters in fiction. Warning this is a very violent story.
6) Naudsonce
Presenting FuturePast science fiction drama. Once again we present a H Beam Piper
TerroHuman future history story. What happens when empire star explorers run into primitive
alien race? It's either them or us.
June 29, 2018 and July 13:
1)

Railway Children Part 1

The classic story from E. Nesbit about city children who move to the English countryside next to
a Railway Station. Where they have many adventures. Taking place during the Crimean War.
Great for all audiences.
2)

Railway Children Part 2

The classic story from E. Nesbit about city children who move to the English countryside next to
a Railway Station. Where they have many adventures. Taking place during the Crimean War.
Great for all audiences.
3)

Civil War 2061

Water...the last resource. Without water life is impossible. And in 2061 the water is disappearing
and people are arguing over the right to water. With The United States of America on the verge
of a great catastrophe where will all this lead?
4)

Rain

This is the story written by W. Somerset Maugham about a stiff necked missionary and the good
time gal Sadie Thompson. Brought up to date for the modern era.
5)

The Mysterious Madam Sara-The Rise of the Wicked Woman

Madam Sara is a mysterious woman who is out to steal the wealth of upper class America in the
1930's. She uses secret and dark technology to pretend to be a modern day Sorceress.
6)

The Mysterious Madam Sara-The Return of the Wicked Woman

Based on stories written by L.T. Meade and Robert Eustace; Adapted for radio be Heather
Elliott.
Madam Sara is a mysterious woman who is out to steal the wealth of upper class America in the
1930's. She uses secret and dark technology to pretend to be a modern day Sorceress.
June 30, 2018 and July 14:
1) The Mysterious Madam Sara-Wicked Woman Goes a Hunting
Madam Sara is a mysterious woman who is out to steal the wealth of upper class America in the
1930's. She uses secret and dark technology to pretend to be a modern day Sorceress.
2) Mysterious Madam Sara-Wicked Woman's Greed
Madam Sara is a mysterious woman who is out to steal the wealth of upper class America in the
1930's. She uses secret and dark technology to pretend to be a modern day Sorceress.
3) The Mysterious Madam Sara-Wicked Woman's Fall
Madam Sara is a mysterious woman who is out to steal the wealth of upper class America in
the 1930's. She uses secret and dark technology to pretend to be a modern day Sorceress.
4) The Amazing Miss Mimms
Based on a story by David C Knight; adapted for radio by Joseph McGuire.
Time travel is dangerous: one never knows what changes result when one meddles in the past.
And when humankind finds an alien time machine on an abandoned planet, meddling happens.
That meddling has results no human could have predicted.
5) The Hate Disease
Calhoun of the Med Service comes to the Tallien 3 star system to do a medical check up of the
populace. What him and his trainee Dr. Phyllis Sinclair find is an overwhelming problem in
paranoia. With the help of his Spider Monkey, Murgatroyd, Calhoun must solve the problem of
the Hate Disease.
6) Where I Belong

Belonging is instinctual. Some people are born knowing where they belong, some never find out.
Those searching find to be an individual journey, with discoveries that are not easy to share, nor
easy to bear.
July 1, 2018 and July 15:
1)

Filbert is also a Nut

Filbert was a difficult case. Perhaps it wasn't him so much as the problems that came at the same
time. Closing the Art therapy program, and then the FBI investigation. Both could become
explosive.
2)

The Other Side of Now

Time Travel is tricky because you may not wind up where you want to be. Tony Jordan winds up
in a future he wasn't expecting.
3)

A Big To Do About Nothing

Tragedy and Romance for the ages as this is based on the play Much Ado About Nothing.
4)

FuturePast Presents Thirst Quenchers

Story by Rick Raphael, written for radio by Barry M Putt Jr.
Global warming has happened. The human race is using technology to hold back the night. But
technology sometimes fails. Then people step into to fix the problem.
5)

Classic Stories presents Doctoring Gold

Story by FitzJames O Brien, written for radio by Roberta Wiley
In the late nineteenth century a man becomes obsessed with the pseudo science of alchemy to
make up for the loss of his wife and young son.
6)

FuturePast presents What Happened to Officer Croy?

Story by Sewell Peasley Wright, written for radio by Laurie R Vasquez
Space opera is spoofed in this tale of a man on trial for losing an officer in his crew.

